It snowed!

E-Board establishes committee

By Penny Proctor

"Our major concern is the unfair treatment of student proposals, which we feel has been going on far too long. At the June meeting, we proposed a new committee to address this issue, and it was unanimously ratified by the Board but not acted on. This is why we are forming the committee to pursue this matter further."

Bill of Rights suspension proposed

Following Wednesday's meeting, the committee decided to propose the suspension of the Bill of Rights. The proposal is to be discussed at the next meeting, which will be held on the campus. The committee members are hoping that this will result in a fairer treatment of student proposals.

Federal jobs now open to students

The Federal Jobs Office has opened applications for students interested in federal government jobs. The office is located in the Administration Building and is open from 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM, Monday through Friday.

Library receives newspaper

The University of Idaho Library has acquired its first of the year's newspapers, the Idaho Statesman, published in Boise. The newspaper will be available for reading in the library's newspaper section.

Sophomore Key Policy effective January 27

By Carol Weingartner

A recommendation from the Student Senate to Board that women with sophomore standing or women who will reach the age of 20 during the semester be given privileges was granted at a meeting of the Senate held last week. This policy will become effective immediately, and the Senate hopes that it will bring about a more equitable treatment of all students.

Bill of Rights suspension proposed

The Bill of Rights suspension proposal was discussed at the last meeting and will be presented at the next meeting. The proposal is to be discussed with the Board at the next meeting, which will be held on the campus.

Survey to lower voting age patented

A survey to lower the voting age is being conducted by the Idaho College of Liberal Arts. The survey aims to determine the feasibility of lowering the voting age to 18 years old, and the results will be presented to the Board at the next meeting.
A Time For Positive Action

By Wayne Fox
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Basketball begins Saturday

Jim Johnson and Phil Walden have been working real well at the foul spot and Larry Handel, the 1800-pound center. At the present time, Johnson seems to be the edge. He has looked impressive in the first half of the season and is in the regular starting role for the Vandreals, and he will be a major factor in the front court.

Jim Thacker, who is a great source of strength at the middle cut, is trying to get his own position back against the Vanlars. He will be a major factor in the front court.

Johnson has been working real well at the foul spot and Larry Handel, the 1800-pound center. At the present time, Johnson seems to be the edge. He has looked impressive in the first half of the season and is in the regular starting role for the Vandreals, and he will be a major factor in the front court.

The rest of this week, with Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday and Friday days, will be the major days, and players will be looking to get back to full strength for the Vanlars. The final game of the year will be at the last home game of the Vandreals season.

Women's field hockey wins two

The Boise women's field hockey team will play two games this weekend and one at the Northwest Field Hockey Conference to be held in Seattle.

Twenty-two colleges and universities from Washington, Oregon, Idaho, and Canada were represented in the conference. Each school presented a six or seven at the banquet held Saturday night.

The Idaho State College-Billings first game, and the second game, were played Sunday, Monday, and were won by the University of Idaho, Western Washington State College.

Marketing at IBM

"Working with company presidents is part of the job"

I'm pretty much the IBM Corporation in the eyes of my customers," says Andy Morgan, "It's really not that hard for an engineer just two years out of school." Andy earned his B.S.E.E. in 1966. Today, he has been working with IBM in the planning, selling and installation of systems. Plenty of business experience.

"Business was my first love," Andy says, "But I still wanted good business experience. So far, I've worked with customers involved in many different computer applications. I've learned a lot of things from the business. My contacts go from data processing managers all the way up to sheltered industries. At first, I was a little nervous about working at that level," says Andy. "But then you realize you've learned to know what you're talking about. That gives you confidence. You're helping him solve his problems." With his working partner, the data processing Systems Engineer, Andy has helped many IBM customers solve their information processing problems. "I get a good overview of business because I have run into every kind of problem," Sometimes I know the solutions from experience. Others I need help from my manager.

"That's one of the best things. My manager is a man, but a backup, who is a great people manager. He's been a great mentor and he still does a lot of work." Andy's experience isn't unusual at IBM. There are many Marketing and Sales Representatives who could tell you stories about their experiences. And they have many kinds of academic backgrounds: business, engineering, liberal arts, science.

They not only sell data processing equipment as Andy does, but also IBM office products and information systems. Many of the more technically inclined are data processing Systems Engineers.
Vocal presentations well received in fall concert

By Ernest Nagel

Last Sunday the University Orchestra under the baton of Leroy Ihnen presented the fall all-male musical program. The orchestra was very well received by the audience especially the vocal parts, with some reservations.

The vocalists sang operatic duets by Verdi, Gounod and Johann Strauss, Jr. The former song, especially, was a delight as it was performed by the Minautre Choir and the Oratorio Society. The audience was large and maintained the musical presentation, especially the vocal parts, with some reservation.
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